61. The chairman stated (that) profits had risen by 25 per cent that year.
62. The longer we wait, the more disturbing the situation will become.
63. I wish Jake hadn’t spent so much money on a new set of golf-clubs.
64. As many as 2,500 flood victims are said to have lost their homes.
65. You must have been tired after going to bed so late.
66. The sale force wouldn’t have been able to achieve the target they had been set if they hadn’t made (such) a huge effort/ had they not made (such) a huge effort.
67. So strong were the hurricane winds (that) no building in the town escaped damage.
68. Thanks to his secretary’s efficiency, he managed to get the job finished.

Questions 81-100:
+ Content: 8 marks
+ Language use: 8 marks
+ Cohesion & coherence: 4 marks

- The end -